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RESONANCE FESTIVAL BEGINS! 
Gates open Thursday @ 3PM.  Official opening 7PM 

 
https://www.cosmicticketing.co.nz/event/show/5015 

Selling day or night and two hour passes at gate! 
 

 
For all your coffee needs!  Best coffee in 

the Cross!  Espresso starting from $3.50 
Organics for sale in yurt 

Hours 
Monday- Saturday 9 to 4pm 

Sunday 9 to 3pm 
---------------------------------------------------------- 

South Terrace Weather 
Station  

                        JULY              303mm 
                        AUG              142mm 
                       SEPT              256mm   
                        OCT               212 mm 
                       NOV                391mm 
                       DEC                 211mm 
                       JAN                  357mm 
We have gone 14 days without rain so far this year! It                       
is wetter along the coast than it is inland up the valleys.                       
Eventually, fine periods will outweigh the wet ones. It                 
will get slightly better. It will be fine Wednesday and                   
Thursday this week, with a little rain over weekend.                 
Predicting it will be above average rain for the next                   
three months, folks. The ocean water has just begun to                   
warm up. Fingers crossed for next month. 
   
“Some people feel the rain; others get wet”  Bob Marley 

Oparara’s Best Kept Secret 
How is it we have yet to hear about a project that            
has been going on for almost three years in the          
Oparara? Since November 2014, Grant Jones      
has been tramping for the great spotted kiwi.        
Solid Energy’s “offset project” for the Cypress       
Mine in Stockton was granted to consultant Dr.        
John McClennan to create the Oparara Kiwi       
Sanctuary. Jones and McClennan are creating a       
safe haven for the great spotted kiwi. Grant Jones         
has cut traplines in a section of the Oparara. He          
also contracted a few locals to help cutting tracks         
and carting traps. “It is one of the most         
intensively managed areas for kiwi” says Jones.       
Within the 1000 hectares (3 square km)       
sanctuary, there are 900 traps; overlaying the       
existing 175 traps DoC has in the area. The         
traplines were completed in April 2106, and there        
is ongoing monthly trap checks and bait. Jones        
guesstimates that in the 1000h area there are        
about 20 pair of kiwi; and the area is capable of           
supporting 40 pair which is the desired outcome.        
The great spotted kiwi habit is that the young stay          
in their territory whereas the brown kiwi get        
booted out of the territory. Grant Jones worked        
for 13 years in the Te Urewera National Park         
doing Kokako restoration for 13 years. Kokakos       
were at a point of collapse. In 1990 there were          
16 pair; 1994 8 pair were left. Today, there are a           
recorded 100 pair due to the intensive trapping        
work done there. Let’s hope for great success on         
this project in the magical Oparara!   
---------------------------------------------------------- 

 Karamea Fit Yoga 
Complete mind-body workout 

Release your stress, rejuvenate and strengthen your 
body 

Vinyasa and Hatha yoga with Pilates elements 
Tuesday and Fri mornings 9 - 10 AM 

Karamea Fire Station 
Try your first session FREE 

$10 casual, 11 sessions for $60 
Julie Pratt @ 0274 619 962 

---------------------------------------------- 
 

“I always wanted to be somebody… but I should have 
been more specific!”  Anonymous 

 
 

 
The first attempt to turn the river mouth using horses  

and scoops 

WCRC Karamea Rating District Report 
Bevan Langford 

A helicopter flight over Karamea, Otumahana and 
Granite Creek was taken to survey the area and make 
recommendations.  Historical data, river flood data, river 
flood plans from smart report and recent data have all 
been looked at.  
Granite Creek of course is filled with fine gravel from the 
slip high behind Langford’s property; the slip has nearly 
grown over with large tutu bushes and grass regrowth. 
The gravel is slowly making its way to the estuary, this is 
causing major problems with the raised level of the 
creek bed, this was not looked at too much as the brief 
to the engineers was to recommend action to make the 
Karamea River stay closer to being straight out from 
river and not travel south adjacent to the sea.  
Suggestions were:  extend the rock wall on true left of 
river, put in wooden training walls closer to the sea, or 
mechanical intervention by digging, dredging to 
encourage the river to cut its way out.  This last method 
is by far the cheaper option, three openings were 
recommended and let the river choose its own path out.  
On 17 January with some heavy rain forecasted, a 
digger and dozer opened a channel slightly south of 
original cut where the sea had been going over.  On the 
18th, with the cut nearly complete, the river rose with 
predicted rain.  It was cut out to sea at 8PM, 2 ½ hours 
before low tide. The diggers remained until dark and the 
channel we left was 10m  wide and approximately 2m 
deep.  During the night(12:30) I checked the river which 
dropped by nearly a meter. By 6AM on the19th, the river 
was 5.5 meters.  A one in ten year flood channel was 
now 100 meters wide, a guess was two thirds of the 
river flow was using the new outlet. 
On 24 January, the committee visited new river 
entrance.  It had moved slightly south and at low water  

https://www.cosmicticketing.co.nz/event/show/5015


WCRC continued… 
approximately 3/4 of the water was using the new 
entrance.  We also visited Granite Creek and 
Blackwater site to investigate altering the out flow to 
improve draining of the Kongahu Swamp, some 
remedial work will take place at Granite, once some 
prices have returned we should have more of an idea of 
expense and move forward from there. 
----------------------------------------------------------- 

Hasty Tasty Scones 
~to cheer us up with this summer we are having 

● 3C self rising flour 
● 1C almond meal 

                    -add… chopped onion, olives, and parsley 
● 1 tsp curry powder 
● 2TB pickle; green tomato bestest 
● 2C tasty grated cheese 

                    -add…  
● 3TB olive oil and coconut milk to make a sloppy 

mix 
Line dish with baking paper (it’s going to be icky-sticky) 
Pour in. Mark with sharp knife in squares. 
Bake @ 200C 30 minutes.  Can be a bit squidgy in middle so 
make sure it’s cooled.  Leave in tin to cool.  And a bit of butter. 
Gorgeous 
Sandy 

KARAMEA 
HARDWARE 

If we don’t have it, 
you don’t need it! 

And also, we see the “bunds” out 
in the carpark are working well 
but the bunds were sinking. So, I 
have hoisted them back up.  It is 

not really a garden but it’s to stop people, parking facing 
South, then revving up to back around and “clonk!”- they 

were hitting the pole of our carport.  When we were first here 
in 2002, one a week was our daily average.  We thought, 
Hmmmm,we’ve got to do something about this and it has 

worked a dream! 
Sandy Currie, Karamea Hardware 2002 

 
 

  
 For STROKE awareness think F.A.S.T. 
This can save lives and gray matter of the brain. 
F.   Look for new signs of unilateral facial weakness, check 
smile, show teeth. 
A . Look for new signs of unilateral arm weakness, get them 
to raise their arms and hold. 
S.   Look for new onset of abnormal speech 
T.   Note onset of symptoms, the time. 
If any of these signs are present dial 111 for your local team.  
Warning:  Blue Bottle stings, as there are lots on the beach 

at present. 

 
First Week of School  

Stanley Dey 
The first week of school was a long and agonising week 
for all.  Students had the pressure of getting things done, 
and teachers had the pressure of keeping kids under 
control and maintained.   
Most of the moods that week was joy that we got to see 
our friends, frustration on looking good and getting 
everything together, and curiosity to know who all the 
new kids were. 
Everyone was looking as good as they could get;  their 
style maintaining a unique part of them.  One of our best 
stylists was Mr. Mawson.  His smooth 90’s style got 
everyone talking in my class. 
The hairstyles were amazing as well; none of them the 
same.  Some were dyed some were cut, but all of them 
couldn’t compare to Julian’s.  His hair was so nicely cut 
and so nicely suited him; his hair was my favourite for 
style.  
But at the end we all were happy to go home, and rest! 
 
 
www.facebook.com/thewhispernews 

karameawhisper@gmail.com 
po box 15, karamea 
Get the word out 

Advertise with the Whisper! 
 

Karamea Village 
Hotel 

An Enduring History of country hospitality 
Come in and socialise with the locals! 

7826 800 
 

 
Farming tip # 4:  If the sand flies are biting the 
grass is growing(sourced from and old timer) 

 

 
Sigh… Festivals week in week out, 

Sometimes I just want to throw the whole 
thing in and get a job in the city 

 
71 Waverly Street 

7826 617 
0800 505 042 

Upcoming Events 
11 February  “A Minor Thing”  
A four Piece band from Blenheim 

25 March  Frank Ramirez for the 
Karamea wood chopping event 

Valentines Special 
Complimentary house wine or tap 

beer when dining your Valentine at 
the Last Resort!  Offer with a two 
course meal.  Bookings essential! 

Best of luck to our locals heading to 
Nowra, NSW this weekend to compete 

with South Island team: 
Logan Tinomana 

Adam Lowe 
Neil Hateley 

*** 
Also, best of luck to Cheyne on your 
nursing course; you will be greatly 

missed by all! 
************* 

 
Little Wanganui Beach Beautification 

On Sunday a band of volunteers arrived armed with         
spades and various plants, diggers and set to work on          
reserve land at Little Wanganui beach paddock.. 
The plan is to replant the reserve area at Little          
Wanganui Beach and make it a pretty place for         
everyone to enjoy. The volunteers are open to donations         
of any flax, natives or mulch. We also completed a          
beach clean up. Luckily we can report there was not too           
much rubbish- let’s keep it that way. Big thanks to the           
German tourists for helping us with weed control and         
getting the fire chief to turn up! 
We are also meeting again this Saturday at NOON so          
pack a picnic and come on down ! 

 

http://www.facebook.com/thewhispernews
mailto:karameawhisper@gmail.com


Tidal Locking, Magellan 
and Matariki 
Looking to the west after sunset we can see Venus is 
getting lower in the sky. By month’s end it will set only 
30min after the sun. Venus is around 65 million km from 
us and moving between the sun and Earth while Mars is 
on the other side of the sun and around 300 million km 
away. It's still easy to find though as a lone bright red 
'star' above Venus.  Jupiter (725 million km away) rises 
in the east before midnight and will rise not long after 
sunset by month’s end.  On the 15th (early morning of 
16th) you can see Jupiter very close to the last quarter 
moon.   On the 20th -21st Saturn (1570 million km 
away) will be close to the moon but as Saturn won't rise 
until 2am you'll have to be keen or maybe a farmer on 
the way to the milking shed. 
It the stellar sky we see Sirius high in the north (8 light 
years away and brightest star in the sky apart from our 
sun).  Lower down is Orion with two bright stars above 
and below the 'pot'.  Rigel is highest up and is a hot blue 
star 860 lys away.  Lower down is Betelgeuse a giant 
red star which is 640 lys away.  If you look further down 
in the northwest you can still spot Matariki (the 
Pleiades).  Use binoculars if you can to see how many 
stars you can spot in this young open cluster.  High in 
the south are the clouds of Magellan. These are two 
small satellite galaxies of our milky way galaxy and orbit 
160,000 and 200,000 lys away.  You can spot them as 
faint small clouds.  Low in the southeast Crux (the 
southern cross) is getting higher as is the southern milky 
way,  you can trace it from crux to nearly overhead - 
another good region for binocular views. 
Does the Moon rotate?  Yes once each time it goes 
around Earth (27 days)  otherwise it wouldn't keep the 
same face to us.  It's what we call tidally locked. 
Astronomy's looking up! 
Astroman 
RSA UPGRADE APPROVED 
At a meeting called by Market Cross Community group         
Inc where a vote was put to the public regarding          
approval proposed improvements to the RSA building       
with money granted from Vision 2010 monies left over.         
There were 24 present at meeting; majority being on         
the community groups involved. The meeting was       
chaired by Mayor Garry Howard. Council backs the        
proposal and requires that the building be insured if         
design concept is approved. RSA Board requires       
upgrade to ensure the building commemorates the       
soldiers of several wars as well as being an integral          
asset for the community. Improvements include a new        
veranda on the North and West sides, new sliding         
doors/windows, entrance will be changed to West       
facing, new walkway for pensioners units, and       
landscaping. There was considerable heated debate      
and concerns regarding the piles of building and the         
transparency of KCI was queried. Suggestions of all        
sorts were made to improving the building and there is a           
lot of work ahead for these two groups on how to           
proceed. Mayor Howard confirmed $100,000 to be       
awarded to KCI/RSA groups. There was already $6,700        
given to KCI already from Vision 2010. There is         
$11,000 left unallocated from the Vision 2010       
monies for Karamea...who is going to get the last bit?  

 
 

 
It is free to exhibit, and you are welcome to share your 

work, or exhibit with a view to sell.  
As well as the visual Arts, we welcome performances of 

dance or music , and readings of Poetry or Prose. 
Please contact Elaine at 

karameaartscouncil@yahoo.com 

POLICE BEAT 
Constable Kees has been spending quite a bit of         
time on shift in Westport this month. Allen Kees         
is following up on the ongoing investigation of        
theft at Jack Simpson’s place up the Umere. One         
person was arrested and another pending      
charges with various offenses up at North Beach.        
These were not locals; one from Christchurch and        
the other from Westport. People are travelling out        
here and committing crimes. “ At the same time,         
there was a report of a camera stolen at the          
Oparara Arches” Kees said. Please remember to       
keep your car locked and all valuables out of         
sight. Very sad note about a pair of tourists from          
Fielding; the couple got hit by a rogue wave         
Sunday at Kohaihai and knocked over and the        
second one swept the woman away; body was        
recovered up near Scotts Beach. Thank you       
Sharkey and Ed. Respect the ocean people;       
always face the danger. 
 

Lonely Hearts  
 
When I was thirty my dates had to be young, 
slim, tall, handsome, rich, intelligent. Now I'm 
64, they only have to know how to read and use 
the telephone. 
 
 I don’t mind sagging boobs like the cartoon from 

last month’s Whisper News -as long as they are 

firm and tender.  I have a goat, pussy, dog and 

chickens.  And big hands! 

Looking for a very oral woman - 45 Ideally 

a married or attached woman, because I 

don’t want a full time relationship as I 

already have one.  Please no smokers, 

tweeters or real fatties.  Curves OK but no 

rolls of fat please.  Just not my thing. 

 

Hi I am looking for a hot babe to go out 

with. I like horses and herding cows. I have 

been up on the Scorpio Creek these past 

few days like every other damn fool 

panning for gold and all I got was 2 dollars 

worth of dust and not a penny more.  Isn’t 

that pitiful.  Now I am ready to get back to 

what I know best, and that’s women! 

 

A tall well-built woman with good 

reputation, who can cook frogs 

legs, who appreciates a good fuc- 

schia garden, classical music and tal- 

king without getting too serious. 

But please only read lines 1,3, and 5. 

 

Strapping, 79 y.o. with a twinkle in my eye and 

a bag of viagra in my pocket.  My mates call me 

“Donkey”(wink, wink, nudge, nudge, say no 

more!) Looking for a companion to share my 

home, clean my whitebait, straighten out my 

fence post, fill my pipe and fetch my slippers. I 

do like pina coladas; but I am partial to a 

whiskey.  Loaded.  Need someone for relief! 

 

  Send us your Lonely hearts ad!  Find your 
companion! 

www.facebook.com/thewhispernews 
karameawhisper@gmail.com 

Or by snail mail: 
Po box 15 
Karamea 

mailto:karameaartscouncil@yahoo.com
http://www.facebook.com/thewhispernews
mailto:karameawhisper@gmail.com


COMMUNITY NOTICES 
EXPERIENCED EXCAVATOR OPERATOR 

AVAILABLE FOR ALL TYPES OF WORK.  ROADING, 
DRAINAGE, FLIPPING, HUMP AND HOLLOW, ETC. 

RING PETE ON 7826 116 OR 0212921026 
--------------------------------------------------------- 

David Webster- Builder 
For all of your Building Projects 

Need to upgrade your Bobby Calf Facilities to comply with 
the new regulations?  

Do you have a shed requiring repair? A new one built?  
A roof to be replaced before winter? A new deck?  

Fence needing repair?  
Shade House or planter boxes requiring attention?  

Quotations provided, references available 
Phone 03 7826937     021669811 

----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
The senior class is fundraising for ski trip for 
senior school, and they will be picking up and 

selling firewood from woodchoppers!  Buy some 
wood for getting through the rest of this summer 

season! 
-------------------------------- 

PTG Plumbing services  Paul Gascoigne  0211651831 
ptgltd2016@hotmail.com   Available for Karamea area 

-------------------------------- 
 CLEANER REQUIRED 

5 hours per week with possible extra relief hours. 1 hour 
per day to be done outside of school hours. Police vet 
check required. Application form available from the 

school office or email kgrey@karamea.school.nz.  
--------------------------------- 

Sports Coordinator Required 
We have a position as a sports coordinator at Karamea 

Area School for 15 hours a week during term time. This is 
a fixed position for 2017 to start ASAP. 

We are a small friendly school with a high interest in sport 
and a desire to extend our sporting opportunities for all 

of our students. 
A Job description is available from the school office. Pay 

negotiated relative to experience. 
Applications by covering letter and C.V. to school office 

Applications close on Tuesday 14th February 
-------------------------------- 

Haircuts are coming to Market 
Cross 

 
Nature aHead is moving downtown 

early March! Watch this Space:) 

Resonance Music 
Festival 

Annual Festival at the Oparara 
Reserve 9- 12 February  

Tickets:  www.resonancekaramea.co.nz 
Day, night and two-hour tickets now available at 

gate! 
(Tickets on sale at the gate, but for  a price!) 

Resonance Karamea is a inter-generational friendly 
event with dedicated spaces for all members of the 

family to enjoy 
 Schedule 

(schedule changes may occur!) 
Friday  11:30am                                    Saturday   11:30AM 
Oscar                                                            Emily Stachowiak 
Subdivision Stu                                   Vojta 
Laura Sonneveldt                              Erin 
Eddie                                                             Marcus Tuwairua   
Wrangle Jangle                                   Evolving Rhythms 
Scattered Ashes                                  Leap Frog 
Molly Devine                                          Saritah 
Local Band Jamming                       Matt Montez 
Indigo Rising                                          Mad Hallelujiah 
Tillerman                                                   My Baby 
Emerald                                                      Same Old Souls 
Soul Kitchen                                            Amanda & Friends   
Dayelle and the Substance         Tjalve...harden the paint 

Sunday   1PM 
Inki 

Woven Talon 
Erin 

Bob Hillary and the Massive Yellow 
Ari and the Eternal Caravan 

Scheduled open Mic(30 min slots) 
DJ Hobo 

 
Workshops 

Puppet making workshop 
Origami 

Fire & Circus Skills 
Awakening of the Indigenous Voice 

Drumming workshop 
Psychometry 

Grounded Heart:  Shamanic Dance workshop 
Shamanism for 21st Century 

Lemuria Rising 
Yoga 

She Moves: Old wisdom of the Menstrual Journey 
Making Seed Balls 
Natural Building 

Active Childbirth Preparation 
Acroyoga 

Hands-on intro to DJing 
Deep self-massage by Iyengar Yoga 

 
------------------------------------------------------ 

 
Don’t be a part of the problem; be a part of the 

solution! 
 

 
IT IS BACK! 

 
Little Wanganui Raft Race 

Saturday 25 February Noon 
Come and join in the family fun for everyone! 

Rules: 
-No motorised rafts(except safety boats)-get creative 

folks! 
-Life jackets compulsory or sign a disclaimer"not my 

fault" 
-you must have fun. 

-ammunition at opponents allowed(i.e.. flour bombs, 
rotten tomatoes,etc) 

Start is at corner groins, finish at picnic table 
Sponsored by Little Wanganui Hotel 
Fundraising sausage sizzle at finish  

Prizes for kids... best dressed team or raft 
"Secure your hooks!" says Captain Jake Speed! 

We know how to do it in Little Wanganui!  
------------------------------------------------------------ 

Q and A with Councilman Martin Hill 
The Whisper News met with Martin Hill; our new         
councilman for Seddon Ward. Martin has lived in Hector         
for over ten years; coming from the Auckland region.         
He came here for the quiet life, and is driving truck at            
Stockton. His father, John Hill, is a business        
development facilitator and has been working hard at        
getting the waste to energy project going in Westport.         
He would like to encourage more employment in area. 
When asked about how he will be connected to our          
issues on this side of the bluff; Hill encouraged         
communication by either phone or email and would        
bring issues forth to council: 03 782 8696; and email:          
martin.hill@xtra.co.nz. “It is a shame we don’t have a         
rep here but I will do my best to represent the Karamea            
district”. Hill was asked about roading. He supports the         
road through Wangapeka although many are divided       
about it. When questioned if it is still on the table and            
where it stands; he said Mayor is keeping developments         
close to his chest and to wait for true facts to be            
reported. Conditions of the Bluff Road~our lifeline~were       
also discussed; and he agreed that it is rough in parts           
and will bring issue to council. 
Lastly, a concerned Subdivision resident queried on       
getting a proper report done on the slip above the          
subdivision that recently fell off a few weeks ago. The          
Whisper News was told that Mr. Hill went to the Subby           
to check it out on his way back to Westport.  

mailto:ptgltd2016@hotmail.com
http://www.resonancekaramea.co.nz/
mailto:martin.hill@xtra.co.nz



